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PIAZZA SAN MAHCO, VENICE. Water color, 1938 Private callerturn

RAOUL

DUFY
(1877-1953)

TEXT BY SAM HUNTER

Raoul dufy’s life reads like a Horatio Alger success association with Matisse, Braque, Vlaminck, and Derain.

story. His struggle for recognition was apparently It was soon followed by a whopping big commercial .suc-

brief and never blighted his personal life with bitterness 0*055 : he received commissions for tapestries and needle-

or altered an optimistic, smiling disposition. Berthe Weill, work, and his popular textile designs were circidati'd by
his first dealer, remembers him with a certain relief in the grands couturiers of Paris, Paul Poiret and Bianchini.

her autobiography as a human prodigy among artists—a He became known for his woodcut illustrations to books

Bohemian who could not be glum, a dedicated painter by Guillaume Apollinaire, Stephana Mallarmc^ and other

who thoroughly enjoyed being alive. Another early friend poets. Once his style had crystallized, it found special

recalls Dufy’s laughing, china-blue eyes and cherubic favor with the general public. His paintings gave immedi-

figure, and describes his air of well-being more grandly, ate, unc'omplicatcd pleasure; their modernity seemed

comparing him to “a small English millionaire.” tasteful, refined, and more easily comprehensible than

Reputation came quickly to Dufy. Only a few years after the “difiicult” and controversial works that were emanat-

coming to Paris in 1900, he enjoyed a succis destime in ing from Paris.
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on graphic elements, and more tender in color than similar subjects

painted by other Fauves. Dufy's Fauvism is not so savage as that

of Matisse, Derain, or Vlaminck. Yet he will rarely again be so

intense as he is in this period, and from it date some of his best—

and least known-paintings.,It was the onlyJiroeJlLhitcareet.w^

Dufy was directly associated with a major movement in modern

paintihgr^'9SSOCtafion wKicti

very nearlyburned him from' the path of zestful entertainment to

a more profound investigation^ lariioL m^

PLATE FOUR
WINDOW WITH COLORED PANES (1906)

Private collection, France

A MOHE UNUSUAL EXAMPLE of Dufy s Fauve period is Window with

Colored Panes. By their second year of activity, when Dufy joined^

them, the Fauves had added to their chromatic exuberance the

effort to build up their pictures along architectural lines, thus re-

flecting a reaction against the loose construction as well as the^

attenuated, nuanced color of the Impressionists. Dufy allows the

framework and leading of the window to impose a provisional

structure on his canvas and derives the richest brilliancies of color

from the glass panes. At Colliourc, in paintings of the preceding

year, Matisse had isolated the motif of a half-open window and

iLsed it to frame an outdoor vista. The opulence of Dufy’s canvas,

combined as it is with an almost abstract formalization, however,

had to wait many years before being realized so voluptuou.sly

again—in Kandinsky’s exotic chromatics or in Rouault’s luxurious

color. Dufy himself only achieved such a richness of effect once

again, in the early years of the ’twenties, when he was painting his

Mediterranean .seascapes in a brilliant cerulean which challenged

the “absolute blue” of Matisse’s palette of 1909-10.

It is interesting to note that despite Dufy’s acknowledged debt
to the Fauves, he felt he was already moving in their direction

independently before his actual contact with their work. Jn a remi-

niscence, Dufy recounts the intimations of the new vision which
began while he was painting on the .shores of Sainte-Adrc.s.se the

year before he saw Matisse’s Luxe, Calme et Voluptc: “I had been
painting seascapes in the Impre.ssionist manner and had reached

my saturation point, realizing that this manner of depending on
nature was leading me to infinity. ... I myself wa.s completely out

of the picture. Then, one day I went out wn’th my box of '?oIors

and a sheet of paper. Arriving l)cfore a motif of some beach, I

installed my.self and began to regard my colors and brushes. How
could 1 manage to render not what I saw but. what really exists,

what exists for me, my own reality?”

^ Dufy then relates how he introduced zones of bright, arbitrary

color, abandoning both conventional modeling and the Imprcs.sion-

ists minute adjustments of tone, and instead circumscribed his

^objects in strong outlines. Window with Colored Panes was inspired

by the.se new discoveries.

PLATE FIVE

WOMAN IN ROSE (1908)

Private collection. 31 "h x 25%"

IN 1908 DUFY WAS PAINTING AT l’estaquk with his friend and fel-

low-town.sman from Lc Havre, Georges Braque, and was influenced

by his example. With Picasso, Braque was engaged in experiments
leading toward the new movement of Cubi.sm, which—in contrast

to the Fauves’ affirmation of instinct—wa.s to restore form, intel-

lectualism, and doctrine to painting. He had shared the general
renewal of interest in C^^zanne that same year, after the great

memorial exhibition at the Salon d'Automne. 1907 had also seen
the publication of Cezanne s letter to Emile Bernard which estab-

lished the theoretical premises of Cubism, with the statement:

“You should see in nature the cylinder, the sphere, the cone.”

Braque s canvases at L’Estaque began the process of reducing

4

nature to abstract harmonies of planes and structural fragments.

Just as he was never entirely a Fauve, so Dufy didn’t really be- \

come a Cubist, although he adopted their mannerisms in some

woodland scenes and structural harbor views made around Mar-

seilles in 1908 and 1909. His Cubist pictures, for all their re- i

semblance to the work of Braque or Picasso, lack any rational /

investigation of form. Woman in Rose shows tentative Cubist/

influence, in the flattened pear-.shape of the model’s gown, and

in the rhythmic alternation of concave and convex forms^ which

seem about to detach themselves from the majiL. volume. Dufy

keeps the unity of an unbroken, flowing contour line. And his

bright, oddly dissonant colors revert to his Fauve period. The

features of the model, the flat mop of indigo hair, and the door

are all "drawn in” and sugge.st an abiding interest in graphic design.

Despite the concern with abstract and decorative elements, the

model is .sharply typed. Dufy characterizes her with that grace,

good humor, and sentiment-half tender and half arch—which is

always so irresistible in his work. Her pink skirts have the frozen

solemnity of a Cezanne tablecloth or of a solid piece of Cubist

masonry. Yet she endures and presides over this plastic trans-

formation with a wi.stful and utterly feminine air.

PLATE SIX

FISHERMEN WITH LINES (1908)

Private collection. 25% x 31%"

a file of figures loitering along a promenade, set off by an

expan.se of sea, with .sails in the far distance—here is one of the

' motifs that Dufy will repeat again and again. It was probably

''aihspired by his first glimpse of the Mediterranean, in 1908, when

he joined Braque at L’Estaque. A variety of poses arc wittily

juxtapo.sed in the tableau of fishermen and idle onlookers. With a

gleeful irreverence, Dufy recaptures the comic aspects of the human
.scene; he conveys attitudes and gesture almost exclusively by sug-

gestion, in a few deft lines. There is a clowning, Chaplin touch in

the .stiff and solemn dignity and the period costume of the figures,

even though none is very strongly individualized.

The intcn.se and varied colors of Dufy’s Fauve period have been

temporarily put aside, po.ssibly under the influence of Brac]ue’s

low-toncd palette of greens, grays, and tans. Prophetic for the future

is the use of large areas of color as a foil to the play of line. Despite

his growing concentration on the decorative possibilities of the

canvas, Dufy composes in terms of episode. This blithe little paint-

ing has all the flavor of a relaxed summer afternoon.

PLATE .SEVEN

VENCE (1923)

Private collection. 31% x 39%"

I
FOR THE NEXT SIX YEARS AFTER 1908, Dufy Continued playing his

own roguish variations on Fauvism and Cubism, and combinations

i^of the two. Then, about 1914, his palette brightened, his pigment

thinned, and his line became more fluent, as he discarded Cubist

sobriety and preoccupation with structure. About tliis time, he

began to paint still lifes and views of the Seine and the Bois de

Boulogne in the scintillating manner we identify with his mature

style, setting down in thin washes large areas of homogeneous color

and describing form with a .system of personal handwriting.

In 1920 and 1921 Dufy painted a series of landscapes at Vence
in the south of France in this new manner; after extensive travels

in Italy and Sicily he returned to Vence two years later to do this

painting. The classical Mediterranean land.scape seems briefly to

have pacified Dufy’s volatility in this relatively somber work. “The
fixed light of the Mediterranean,” he explained, “leads naturally to

that classical serenity which suppresjies the tran.sitory quality which
the Atlantic or the Channel give to landscape.” There is a new

r

avity and added resonance of color here.

The basic devices of Dufy's new manner are rippling, broken



arabesques, a motley of flat, patterned color, and a strong personal

calligraphy. Often in his career that emphasis on linear design sub-

jected him to the charge of being merely a decorator. There is no

question that in the context of the major art of his time, compared

1 to the art of Matisse, for example—who similarly made much of line

I and flat color—Dufy's painting is decorative and extremely stylized.

'As an instance of this, the tiled roofs of Vence are crowded together

in one flat, massed effect, with no suggestion of space, and are

diagranuned rather than described. Line functions rhythmically on

the surface of the canvas but neither creates "'significant form" nor

suggests, even obliquely, the physical properties of the natural

world—weight, extension, mass. Matisse's schematic and linear art,

by contrast, is rooted in physical nature. Dufy is, in a scn.se, a

delicious tease, whose art appears in the solemn guise of external

reality, but is inspired by a freewheeling, fanciful invention.

With all that, Dufy is neither shallow nor simply a decorator. In

their own fashion, his paintings assume the real world. He once

called them ‘ r^sum^s" of nature. Dufy .summarizes impressions at

the very first stage of vision—the moment when the offerings of

nature may appear as a bright, unsorted mosaic of color, movement,

and surface. This rudimentary sensation is swiftly translated into

an expressive and personal pictorial language, in which decorative

fancy is allowed free rein. One critic aptly described the process as

"multiple sensations, telescoped.**

PLATE EIGHT
PORTRAIT OF MME DUFY (1930)

Private collection. 39% x 31%'"

DUFY s PORTRAITS ARE particularly disarming. They are not pro-

found statements, but they yield an unexpected wealth of observa-

tion, even within an essentially decorative convention. .Dufy-iailors.

reality.loiit his style. Sometimes it is uncomfortably close to the

facile, mannered drawing of the fashion magazine. Before a portrait

subject, however, he can be a keen rcali.st and .show a shrewd,

appraising eye.

Mme Dufy is a fine piece of characterization. There is much we
may deduce about her. Hand.some, with something of the sybil in

her expression, .she seems a self-contained and poised woman of the

world, for whom life holds few surprises. Her style has a simplicity,

but also a certain French chic. Tliere is a most feminine delicacy

in the tentative manner in which she rests her fingers on her check.

Her matronly figure and well-fleshed arms, however, arc? far from

being idealized.

Dufy conveys realistic impressions with a minimum of descrip-

tion. His wife’s features arc reduced to a system of stenographic

scribbles. As always, he is captivated by the decorative possibilities

of what he sees, quite apart from its repre.sentational intere.st—the

relation of the bright, colorful tablecloth to the black-and-white

figured design of the dress, the rhythmic arabesques of line in flat

areas of color. The surface is as patterned as a tapestry. Yet by

little miracles of suggestion, the personality of the sitter is all

there—a very real and distinct presence.

PLATE NINE
PORTRAIT OF M. NICO MAZARAKI (1932)

Private collection, France. 31% x 25%"

THERE IS A GOOD DEAL OF VARIETY in Dufy's portraits, as they follow

the style-changes of his career. Gone is the dramatic severity of the

portrait of his wife of 1930. Here, pigment is fatter, more sluggi.sh,

and applied in a relaxed fashion which better suits the lower nervous

key of the sitter. The whole performance is bland and informal,

though there are many piquant accents. The .slightly florid face

strikes a balance between the rose wall, whose edge at the right

we can just glimpse, and the golden woodwork. The limpid blue

of the suit is such a delight to the artist’s eye that he repeats it in

the hair; and his curling line accommodates itself nicely to the

bulges of the subject’s midriff. Playfulness enlivens an image that

might otherwise convey little more than social flattery. Tlie brilliant

cerulean jacket is the dominant note. It is so strong, in fact, as to

suggest that in certain colors Dufy finds correspondtMices for the

personality of his sitter; it recalls in milder terms some of Van Gogh’s

“blue" portraits such as Dr. Cachet or The Postman Rtmlin.

As Dufy matured, he more and more approximated his oft-stated

ideal of marrying drawing and painting. In this portrait the? artist

literally draws in color. All interior modeling and illusion of the

third dimension arc subordinated to a complex weft of curving

brush strokes. They make a curious decorative application of

Cezanne’s method of keeping his contours in solution with a series

of alternative outlines, to the end of enriching form. Dufy sought

only a vibrancy and freshness of surface with his fluent brushwork.

He never plumbed any profound plastic problems but always re-

mained a little wistful about Cezanne's formal researches and ap-

preciated tlieir import. “What interests me and is most difficult,"

he once said, “is the space around objects. How can all this be held

together? No one has done it like Cezanne; the intervals between

his apples are as beautiful as the apples themselves."

PLATE TEN
THE SEINE, THE OISE, AND THE MARNE

(1942)

Private collection. 6% x 9%"

THERE IS A crERTAiN CHEEK ill Dufy’s tackling an allegory and in

using such buxom, fundamental nudes—.so out of character with

the exquisite graces of his art—to suggest the great rivers of France.

Such a theme and the treatment it suggests arc more suited to the

mas.sive rhetoric of Renoir or Maillol. In his own delicate fa.shion,

Dufy is parodying the grand manner. He docs this often in his

career. One of his most enjoyable confections is an elaborate* free

copy of Renoir’s Moulin de la Galette; another time, he delicately

rings the changes on a sumptuous nude by Titian, with his own

variation on Venus and the Orpin Player, a fine and knowing parody

of the painting in the Prado. Tlie artist who as a student in Paris

was “criLshed** by his first experience of the Louvre*, later learned

to cut pictorial capers that suggest the riche.st knowledge* of the

art of the past.

Dufy extracts lively (!ontrasts from a few colors—canary yellowV

apple-green, black, and a fire-hydrant red. The colors clash stri-j

dently, without in any way deademing or confusing the whole effect/

There is a dramatic, wind-blown freshne.ss and vigor throughout.

Despite the looseness of handling, the nudes are .strongly realized.

They obey .some canon of hannonious proportion and stamp the

work with the authority of style—the style of a little master, but

a ma.ster, n( nethele.ss.

PLATE ELEVEN
INTERMISSION (1945)

Private collection, New York. 17% x

A.S A CHILD, DUFY ACQUIRED a taste for inu.sic from his family.

Almost every one of his eight brothers and sisters played .some,

instrumen!. One brother became a professional organist in Le

Havre, another edited a musical journal. Dufy’s interest was re-

flected in the many musical themes he painted throughout his

career. And he liked to think of color in musical terms, finding in

the scnsnnu^ properties of certain tonalities and coml)inations of

color tlie pictorial equivalents of musical harmonies. He was often

attracted by orchertral subjects, by the poses and movements of the

instrumentalists, by their weaving pattern of form and .sound.

In this canvas all but one member of the orche.stra hav(* gone

off stage. The instruments are in repose. Tliere is only stillness.

Yet Dufy’s color and handling sugge.st that some last reverberation

of sound lingers on; there is a tremor of agitation in the broad

bands of red sectioning off the tiers. Set against the rich chords of
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red and brown are brassy notes of yellow in the bull fiddles, a

shrill spot of blue in the drum. The notation of chairs and instru-

ments is accomplished in a flurry of sharp upward strokes, making

\ a piz2dcato counterpoint to the smooth horizontal flow of the picture.

\

PLATE TWELVE
CHAMBER MUSIC (1948)

Collection Louis Carre, Paris. 23% x 26%"

DUFY REPKATED THIS COMPOSITION a number of times, varying the

poses of his instrumentalists, adding more tiers of spectators, chang-

ing a decorative accent here or there. Especially at the end of his

life he often went to the musical scene for inspiration. Sometimes

he attenuated hk effects so finely in the effort to strike one single

color chord that the results were feeble, or at least most undramatic.

Here the opposition of the pale, dilute washes of green and yellow

does not seem very vital; yet there is a remarkable freshness and

luminosity of surface. And the mild caricature of performers and

spectators enlivens interest. Modest and relaxed though it is, the

painting has a certain air, too, a daintiness and delicacy of senti-

ment that only Dufy could have managed.

PLATE THIRTEEN
BULLFIGHT (1948)

Private collection

DUFY, WHO IS OFTEN SO WELCOME for his iniioceni eye, had no

illusions that “primitive” painting and the art of children offered

easy and pat solutions to a mature artist. Yet he appreciated the

directness of “naive” painting. “It is not art,” he once said, “but

it is something we mu.st not lose in works that may go far beyond

it technically.” One is reminded of Baudelaire’s definition of art as

“childhood recovered at will.”

In this painting Dufy deliberately allows himself the spontaneity

and license of the child, to the end of heightening his effects. Inci-

dent is established with a lively, chaotic jumble of bold scrawls,

splashes of color, and those queer, suggestive “ideograms” by which

children express the action of the real world. A wiry, white outline

scratched through a patch of black gives the bull dramatic em-

phasis; spectators in the stands are little more than erratic punctua-

tion marks; bright, irregular dabs of color are laid on for the flags,

bullfighters’ capes, and background scenery. The result is vigorous,

electric, and yet oddly controlled. A moderating good taste and

stylistic consistency throughout stills eniptive color and incident.

The big, black area of the bull ring—giving the picture the look

of a schoolboy’s slate—may be Dufy’s pixyish way of suggesting

fierce southern sunlight. He was fascinated by black, and con-

structed a private chromatic theory around it, finding in black not

so much an absence of <?olor as the expression of all-powerful light.

“The sun at its zenith is black,” he told a biographer at one time.

“One is blinded by it and sees nothing. . . . For me it is black that

dominates, one must liegin with black, and attempt a transposition,

a composition that finds its luminosity in color contrasts.”

PLATE FOURTEEN
BLACK FREIGHTER II (1948)

Collection Louis Carr^, Paris. 13 x 16%"

THIS LS ANOTHER OF dufy’s “black” paintings, executed near the

close of his life when, one has the feeling, he painted wholly to

please himself. Along a seacoast inlet, probably on some favorite

Riviera lieach, figures disport themselves in front of swagger-

striped cabanas; to the right are the gay red tiles of the houses

of the port, here a suggestion of a steeple, there a splash of foliage.

In an aggressive, scratchy white outline a freighter commands Ae

middle distance—adding a sonorous, blustery note to the gaudy

busyness of the other incident. All the toudies are li^t and aiiy.

As always, Dufy cannot help scintillating.

The motley effects are unified by the sjmoopated rhythm of the

bnishwork, and by the impression that the scene was set down in

one spontaneous burst. The very process of la
3
dng on colors is sudi

an obvious delight to the artist that the spectator is equally en-

chanted. Dufy has a disarming way of being pleased with himself

on canvas, like a child diowing off his mud pies.

The canvas also owes a good deal of its charm to Dufy’s irrepres-

sible fantasy. He sets down his scene and lavishly embroiders on it

like some Eastern storyteller. The spas of the south of France and

his other themes from fashionable life never palled in their interest

for him. He painted them indefatigably, ever under the spell of

romance; and even World War II didn’t make them seem any less

magical to Dufy’s eye.

PLATE FIFTEEN
THRESHING (1949)

Collection Louis Carr^, Paris. 18% x 21%"

IN THE LATE ’THIRTIES AND in the ’fortics Dufy did a number of

paintings of the wheat fields of France and of harvest scenes.

Perhaps he was creating in these new motifs his own Book of Hours,

taking seasonal incident and giving it the breadth and generality

of allegory. In Threshing, the golden yellows of the haystack and

the vivid blue sky, set off by touches of rose and apple-green,

supplied Dufy with some of his favorite color combinations. The

handling is even freer than usual, but there are webby concentra-

tions of line, and a few saliences of color—the blue-white wedge

of the chimney, the dark clot of green on the side of the wagon—

that bind up the sketchy design and compose the erratic move-

ments. Toppling verticals of the shed and the laddcnr are humor-

ously echoed in the figure of the man teetering uncertainly on top

of tiie haystack. The busy dynamism of the scene is dramatized

by the red-edged puff of smoke from the thresher’s pipe, and by

an even more pungent and amusing accent: the orange fiywheel,

whose fierce color sugge.sts a whirring, rotary movement.

PLATE SIXTEEN
YELLOW CONSOLE WITH VIOLIN (1949)

Private collection

AT THE END OF HIS iJFE, DUFY found a new freedom of expression,

which he rationalized under the guise of a theory of “tonal” paint-

ing. Simplifying his palette to only one or two hues, he tried to

convey a richness and complexity of impression. Whatever his

stated goal, Dufy’s la.st paintings have a special shimmer and glow,

for all their simplicity of means.

The charm of Yettow Canscie with Violin is in the freshness and

purity of tone of the golden ocher. Dufy miraculously sustains this

amber tonality over a large area without dullness. He always had

a way with large areas of single color, and a talent for isolating

some individual color note from the rest of the palette and stating

it with a special, seductive sweetness. 'The rapturous blues of his

marines of the period around 1923 revealed a lapidary’s eye for

the .sensuous properties of a single color. With his lifetime interest

in the world of music, Dufy felt that the palette was a kind of

keyboard, and at the end of his life he consdoiisly tried to express

with color an abstract sensuousness like that of music. The quiet,

opulent ocher of this late painting does seem to “sound” with an

almost bell-like roundness of tone. Uneven transparencies of the

wash, as thin as water color, keep the surface vibrating, and the

white music sheet at the center provides a further relief. Through-

out one feels Dufy’s delicate “toudi,” lending life and animation

and preventing this fragile painting from evaporating away entirely.

THE TITLE, SIZE, AND OTHER PERTINENT DATA ON THE PAINTINGS THAT FOUOW
WILL BE FOUND BY LIFTING EACH REPRODUCTION
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